4.1.2 The institution has adequate facilities for cultural activities, sports, games (indoor,
outdoor) gymnasium, yoga centre etc.
The Institute supports the students with adequate facilities for cultural activities, sports, games and
yoga which are given below.
Cultural activities
A.J Institute of Management has a cultural club which is responsible for all the cultural events in
the Institute around the year. Club strives to bring out the hidden talent of the students and is the
place where students can showcase what they have got. Facilities are offered to the students at the
Institute to perform their cultural and extracurricular activities such as Management and Cultural
Fest, Cultural Week celebrations, celebrations of festivals such as Saraswathi Pooja, Ayudha
Pooja, Onam, Christmas, Teachers Day, Traditional day, Annual Day, Mime show, programmes
of Clubs and Association, etc. In this connection, students are allowed to use the Conference Hall
as well as classrooms as per their requirement. The Conference Hall is equipped with cushion
chairs and support facilities such as Air conditioners, LCD facilities, CC Cameras, Internet, Audio
System, Green Room etc.
Sports activities
The Institute provides facilities for indoor games such as Carrom, Table Tennis, Chess and outdoor
games like Shuttle and Volleyball. These in-campus sports facilities are made available to the
students from 4.30 p.m. - 6 p.m. All track events and games are facilitated in the common
playground maintained by our Trust, near A.J. Medical College. Our students are allowed to use
common gymnasium and swimming pool facilities at our sister concerns –A.J. Hospital and
Research Centre and Hotel Moti Mahal, maintained by our Trust.
Yoga Sessions
Yoga classes for the students are arranged on demand in the Institute campus.
The Institute extends, financial support to the students while organizing these cultural, cocurricular activities at the Institute or during their deputation to other Educational Institutions.
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